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MANAGING COMMITTEE 
 

MEMBER COMPANIES 
 

Company     Representative 

Ansell Lanka (Pvt) Ltd    Mr. Mangala Rodrigo 

Adamexpo     Mr. Imran Zahir & Mr. Waruna Priyankara 

Aitken Spence Exports Ltd   Mr. Danesha Perera & Mr. S. Sridharan 

Akbar Brothers Ltd    Mr. T. Sambasivam 

Bonsanquet and Skrine Ltd Mr. Sunil Karunanayake 

CAL Exports Lanka (Pvt) Ltd   Mr. M Nazvi Hassan & Mr. Jayantha de Mel 

Ceylon Biscuits Ltd    Mr. Jude Rubera & Mr. Priyantha Bandara 

Edinborough Products Pvt Ltd   Mr. M K N Marikkar 

Finlays Colombo PLC    Mr. Samantha Weerakoon 

Hands International Pvt Ltd   Mr. Eranga Senanayake & Mr. Farha Izadeen 

Hayleys PLC     Mr. Chrisso De Mel & Mr. Nalaka Rathnayake 

Intercom (Pvt) Ltd Mr. B. Sarada M. De Silva & Ms. B. Yeshani S. De 

Silva 

Link Natural Products (Pvt) Ltd  Mr. Fazal Mushin  

Microcells Ltd Mr. A.L. Wickremaratne & Mr. Kanishka 

Samaraweera 

Shums & Co Pvt Ltd    Mr M H Talal Shums 

Nidro Supply (Pvt) Ltd   Mrs. Dawn Austin 

Tea Tang (Pvt) Ltd    Mr. Rohan Daluwatte & Mr. Yohan Benedict 

Union Commodities (Pvt) Ltd Mrs. Anjalee De S. Weerasooria & Mr. Lal Gunadasa
           

PAST CHAIRPERSONS / CHAIRMEN 
 

Mr. G. S. Chatoor     Saboor Chatoor (Pvt) Ltd 

Mr. A. S. M. Muzzamil    Ceylon Foods (Pvt) Ltd  

Mr. Mohan Mendis    Mabroc Teas (Pvt) Ltd 

Mr. Deepal Chandrasekera    Imperial Teas (Pvt) Ltd  

Mrs. Nirmali Samaratunga    Mackwoods Ltd.  
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THE EXPORTERS‟ ASSOCIATION OF SRI LANKA 
 

MANAGING COMMITTEE 2012-2013 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MANAGING COMMITTEE 
 

MEMBER PRODUCT ASSOCIATIONS 

 
1. Sri Lanka Fruit & Vegetable Producers,   Mrs. Indira Malwatte 

Processors & Exporters Association   Mr. Shanthi Wijesinghe 

2. Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters Association  Mr. Aziz Rumy   

       Mr. Prasad  Siriwardena 

3. Colombo Rubber Traders‟ Association  Mr. Harin De Silva 

       Mr. T Shums 

4. Spices & Allied Products Producers Association Mr. Vernon Abeyratne 

5. Colombo Tea Traders‟ Association   Mr. T Sambasivam 

       Mr. D Pathmanathan 

6. Sri Lanka Association of Manufacturers &   Mr. Saifuddin Jafferjee 

Exporters of Rubber Products    Mr. Justin Seneviratne 

7. Sri Lanka Gem & Jewellery Association  Mr. Ali Suhail    

       Mr. Ahamed Shareek 

8. Seafood Exporters Association of Sri Lanka  Mr. Roshan Fernando   

       Mr. Prabash Subasinghe 

9. Floriculture Produce Exporters Association  Mrs. Ramya Weerakoon 

       Mr. I. Anandatissa 

10. Sri Lanka Diamond Manufacturers Association Mr. Sanjaya Baid 
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THE EXPORTERS’ ASSOCIATION OF SRI LANKA 
 

MANAGING COMMITTEE 2012-2013 
 

 
 

Standing from Left to right  

Mr. Gayan Perera (Ansell Lanka (Pvt) Ltd), Mr. Chrisso De Mel (Hayleys PLC), Mr. M K N 

Marikkar (Edinborough Products Pvt Ltd), Mr. M. Nazvi Hassan (CAL Exports Lanka (Pvt) Ltd ), 

Mr. Saifuddin Jafferjee (Sri Lanka Association of Manufacturers &  Exporters of Rubber 

Products), Mr. Samantha Weerakoon (Finlays Colombo PLC), Mr. Aziz Rumy (Sri Lanka Apparel 

Exporters Association), Mr. S. Sridharan (Aitken Spence Exports Ltd), Mr. Nalaka Ratnayake 

(Hayleys PLC), Mr. Fazal Mushin (Link Natural Products (Pvt) Ltd), Mr. Jude Rubera (Ceylon 

Biscuits Ltd), Mr. Kanishka Samaraweera (Microcells Ltd). 

 

Seated from Left to Right 

Ms. Manjula Maldeniya (Management Executive, CCC/ EASL Secretariat), Mr. Mohan Mendis 

(Past Chairman), Mr. A S M Muzammil (Past Chairman EASL), Ms. Indira Malwatte (Sri Lanka 

Fruit & Vegetable Producers, Processors & Exporters‟ Association),   Mr. Rohan Daluwatte (1
st
 

Vice Chairperson EASL), (Mrs. Dawn Austin (Chairperson EASL), Mr. Saradha De Silva (2
nd

 

Vice Chairman EASL), Ms. Ramya Weerakoon (Floriculture Produce Exporters Association),   

Mr. Gulam Chatoor (Past Chairman EASL), Mr. Deepal Chandrasekera (Past Chairman EASL), 

Ms. Manori Dissanayaka (Manager Associations /CCC, EASL Secretariat). 
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Highlights of 2012/2013 AGM 
 

 
 

Managing Committee welcoming the Chief Guest Dr. Koshy Mathai & Guest of Honour Mr 

Janaka Ratnayake  

 
 

Head Table: from left to right: Ms. Manori Dissanayaka (Manager CCC/EASL Secretariat), Mr. Harin 

Malwatte (Secretary General/CEO, CCC), Mr. Rohan Daluwatte (1
st
 Vice Chairman EASL), Dr. Koshy 

Mathai (Resident Representative in Sri Lanka & Maldives, International Monetary Fund), Mrs 

Dawn S. Austin (Chairperson EASL), Mr. Janaka Ratnayake (Chairman SLEDB), Mr. G. S. Chatoor (Past 

Chairman EASL) & Mr. Sarada De Silva (2
nd

 Vice Chairman EASL) 
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LIST OF MEMBER COMPANIES AS AT 31
ST

 MARCH 2013 

 

A 

A Baur & Co. Ltd 

Adamexpo 

Adamjee Lukmanjee & Sons Ltd 

Aitken Spence Exports Ltd 

Akbar Brothers Ltd 

Alliance Finance Co Ltd 

Ansell Lanka (Pvt) Ltd 

Aristons (Pvt) Ltd 

Ashok Traders 

 

B 
Bank Of Ceylon, Central Office 

Bata Shoe Company Of Ceylon Ltd 

Beira Brush Ltd 

Bogala Graphite Lanka Ltd 

 

 

C 
Ceylon & Foreign Trades Ltd 

Ceylon Biscuits Ltd 

Ceylon Tea Marketing Ltd 

Chas P. Hayley & Co. (Pvt) Ltd 

 

Chemanex PLC 

Chemical Industries (Colombo) PLC 

Consolidated Business Systems (Pvt) Ltd 

 

D 
Dankotuwa Porcelain Ltd 

Delmege Forsyth & Co. Ltd 

Dipped Products PLC 

E 
Eastern Merchants PLC 

Eswaran Brothers Exports (Pvt) Ltd 

E.B. Creasy & Co. Ltd  

Euro-Scan Exports (Pvt) Ltd 

Edinborough Products (Pvt) Ltd 

 

 

F 

Finlays Colombo PLC 

Freelanka Trading Co. Ltd 

 
 

G 
 

George Steuart & Co. Ltd 

Gordon Frazer & Co Ltd 

 

H 
Hameed Brothers (Colombo) Ltd 

Hands International (Pvt) Ltd 

Harrisons (Colombo) Ltd 

Hatton National Bank PLC 

Hayleys PLC 

Hela Clothing (Pvt) Ltd 

Hemachandras (Kandy) Ltd 

Hellman Worldwide Logistics (Pvt) Ltd 

Hirdaramani International Exports (Pvt) Ltd 

 

 

I 
Imperial Teas (Pvt) Ltd 

Industrial Clothing Ltd 

Intercom (Pvt) Ltd 

Ishana Spice Exports 
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J 
Jafferjee Brothers 

Jiffy Products SL (Pvt) Ltd 

John Keels Logistics Lanka (Pvt) Ltd 

Jones (Exporters) Ceylon Ltd A F 

 

 

K 
K. I. K . Lanka (Pvt) Ltd 

 

L 

Lanka Brush Exports (Pvt) Ltd 

Lanka Diamonds Polishing Ltd.  

Lanka Walltiles PLC 

Lankem Ceylon PLC 

Link Natural Products (Private) Ltd 

Lion Brewery Ceylon PLC 

 

 

M 
Mabroc Teas (Pvt) Ltd 

Mackwoods Ltd 

Mascons (Pvt) Ltd 

Meezan & Co (Pvt) Ltd 

Miami Exports (Pvt) Ltd 

Microcells (Pvt) Ltd 

Mona Plastics (Pvt) Ltd 

Morison Son & Jones (Ceylon) Ltd J L 

 

 

N 
Nidro Supply (Pvt) Ltd 

 

 

P 
Para Xpo Products (Pvt) Ltd 

Pattakannus (Pvt) Ltd 

 

R 
Ranfer Teas (Pvt) Ltd 

Renuka Holdings PLC 

Richard Pieris Natural Foams Ltd 

 

S 
Saboor Chatoor (Pvt). Ltd 

Shums & Co. Ltd 

Smithkline Beecham (Pvt) Ltd 

Sri Lanka Export Credit Insurance Corporation 

Standard Trading Co. (Pvt) Ltd 

Stassen Exports Ltd 

 

 

T 
Tea Tang (Pvt) Ltd 

The Swadeshi Industrial Works PLC 

Trelleborg Lanka (Pvt) Ltd 

 

 

U 
 

Union Commodities (Pvt) Ltd 

 

 

V 
Van Rees Ceylon Ltd 

 

 

 



 

LIST OF MEMBER PRODUCT ASSOCIATIONS AS AT 31
ST

 MARCH 2013 

 

 
1. Sri Lanka Fruit & Vegetable Producers, Processors & Exporters Association   

2. Sri Lanka Apparel Exporters‟ Association       

3. Colombo Rubber Traders‟ Association       

4. Spices & Allied Products Producers Association  

5. Colombo Tea Traders‟ Association         

6. Sri Lanka Association of Manufacturers & Exporters of Rubber Products    

7. Sri Lanka Gem & Jewellery Association        

8. Seafood Exporters‟ Association of Sri Lanka        

9. Floriculture Produce Exporters‟ Association        

10. Sri Lanka Diamond Manufacturers‟ Association  
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THE EXPORTERS’ ASSOCIATION OF SRI LANKA 
 

The formation of the Exporters Association of Sri Lanka brought a wide spectrum of exporters, 

under one umbrella, and a strong platform was built to discuss and make representations on 

issues affecting the Export Trade, with one voice. The Association now represents around 1000 

Exporters through direct and indirect membership, and contributes to over 80% of the total 

exports of the country.  

 

History 

 

In 1973, Chamber Members who engaged in individual export trade initiated the formation of 

the “Export Section of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce”.  

 

In 1987, the Export Development Board initiated the formation of the Federation of Exporters 

Associations of Sri Lanka (FEDEX), which was an umbrella organization of major export 

product specific associations. 

 

In 1997 it was observed that there was a duplication of activities of these  individual 

Organizations and that there would be more usefulness served if the two were to stand together 

to  promote  and protect  the common interests of Members, whilst making a significant  

contribution to the growth of the Export Industry of Sri Lankan exporter.  

 

Thus the Exporters Association of Sri Lanka (EASL), was inaugurated on 22
nd

 of August, 1997 

with the merger of the Export Section of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce, the Federation of 

Exporters Associations of Sri Lanka. 

 

 

Membership 

 

The EASL now proudly represents practically the entire Export Sector of Sri Lanka through the 

Membership of Companies and Exporter Associations.  Eligibility to join the EASL being made 

up of the following:- 

 

1. Any Member of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce engaged in or interested in export of 

Products and Services. 

2. Any properly constituted and functioning Association representing Exporters of Products 

and Services  

3. Any individual Members of such an Association referred to in (2) above. 

 

The EASL’s single platform representation structure is acknowledged by all authorities in both 

the public and private sectors to be a responsible and credible voice of Exporters in Sri Lanka. 
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EXPORT SECTOR PERFORMANCE IN 2012/2013  

AND FUTURE EXPORT CHALLENGES 
 

 

WORLD TRADE 

 

Four years after the onset of the global financial crisis, global economic growth weakened 

further in 2012, pushing several advanced economies into a double dip recession, while 

adversely affecting economic growth in most other economies. A growing number of advanced 

economies experienced downward spiraling dynamics due to high unemployment, sluggish 

domestic demand amidst risks of excessive near-term fiscal tightening, high public debt burdens, 

heightened sovereign risks, and financial sector fragility. Further, growth in major emerging 

markets and developing economies also decelerated notably, pointing to both external 

vulnerabilities and domestic challenges. Meanwhile, growth in most low income economies 

performed relatively better, despite the risk of adverse spillover effects from a severe slowdown 

in advanced and major emerging market economies.  

The growth of world output is estimated to have declined to 3.2 per cent in 2012, from 3.9 per 

cent in 2011. Growth in advanced economies, in particular, slowed to 1.3 per cent in 2012, from 

1.6 in 2011, with the euro area slipping back into recession contracting by 0.4 per cent, dragged 

mainly by negative growth in Italy, Portugal and Spain, while the rest of the euro area was also 

affected, albeit to a lesser extent. The US economy continued its sluggish recovery in 2012, 

although growth in the second half was more positive. For the year as a whole, the economy 

grew by 2.3 per cent in 2012, from 1.8 per cent in 2011. The main contributors to growth were 

private consumption, and public spending on employment and defence, with the new round of 

quantitative easing launched by the Federal Reserve Bank of the US (Fed) expected to improve 

the employment situation in the near to medium term. In 2012, the Japanese economy is 

expected to have improved with the economy growing by 2 per cent in 2012 from a contraction 

of 0.6 per cent in 2011, mainly driven by reconstruction activities and the recovery from the 

earthquake in 2011, in addition to measures taken to stimulate private consumption. Meanwhile, 

growth in emerging markets and developing economies fell to 5.1 per cent in 2012, from 6.3 per 

cent in 2011, with growth in China and India in developing Asia slowing to 7.8 per cent and 4.5 

per cent, respectively, in 2012, from 9.3 per cent and 7.9 per cent, respectively, in 2011. Growth 

in Latin America and the Caribbean moderated to 3 per cent in 2012, from 4.5 per cent in 2011. 

However, the economies in the Middle East and North Africa marked an impressive growth of 

5.2 per cent in 2012, up from 3.5 per cent in 2011, underpinned by strong performance in oil 

exports, continued fiscal spending in infrastructure projects, and expanding economic ties with 

Asian economies.  

Major central banks adopted an accommodative monetary policy stance taking some bold actions 

to support economic activity in 2012. The Fed announced that it would continue the bond buying 

programme at a pace of US dollars 85 billion a month until the end of 2014. Further, the Fed 

showed a firm commitment to consider additional asset purchases and employ its other policy 

tools until economic conditions improved, while also extending its low interest rate guidance 

until such time as unemployment falls below 6.5 per cent and as long as the outlook for inflation 

remains less than 2.5 per cent. The European Central Bank (ECB) launched a new Bond 

Purchase Programme (Outright Monetary Transactions-OMT) to purchase government bonds of 

euro zone countries, which are in need of financial assistance. The Bank of England expanded its 
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quantitative easing programme, while various advanced economies including Australia, Czech 

Republic, Israel and South Korea, cut policy rates or postponed rate hikes. The Bank of Japan‟s 

Asset Purchase Programme is expected to deliver a monetary expansion of about 5 per cent of 

GDP in the coming year, pushing inflation up to its 2 per cent target. 

Oil prices fluctuated during 2012, as weaker global demand tended to push prices down, while 

heightened geopolitical tensions in several oil exporting countries put upward pressure on prices. 

Global oil supply was somewhat affected by the sanctions imposed on Syrian and Iranian oil 

exports by the European Union and the United States. However, the impact was cushioned to a 

great extent by the increase in oil production by Saudi Arabia, the resumption of oil production 

in Libya and higher than expected output in North America, Latin America and the Russian 

Federation. Meanwhile, food prices increased substantially towards July 2012 due to the severe 

drought and poor weather conditions in the United States, the Russian Federation, and several 

other countries. With slowing global demand, food prices are expected to moderate over the 

near-term. According to IMF estimates growth in consumer prices in advanced economies fell by 

2 per cent in 2012 from 2.7 per cent in 2011, while emerging market and developing economies 

recorded a 6.1 per cent increase in 2012, compared to an increase of 7.2 per cent in 2011. 

However, in various advanced economies and a number of emerging market and developing 

economies, pressure on prices remain elevated.  

Confidence in the global financial system remained fragile in 2012. Bank lending remained 

sluggish across advanced economies and emerging markets due to more stringent lending 

standards, increasing sovereign and corporate bond spreads, while most emerging economies 

continued to experience volatile capital flows. During 2012, net private capital inflows to 

emerging economies were estimated to have declined by about 10 per cent to US dollars 1 

trillion from 2011, reflecting the ongoing deleveraging in advanced economies, as well as 

domestic factors specific to emerging market economies. These factors include slower growth in 

China and other Asian economies; uncertainties in North Africa and the Middle East in the wake 

of political transformations and, in some cases, ongoing conflicts; and rigorous capital account 

regulations in Latin American countries such as Brazil in order to limit short term capital inflows 

and mitigate volatility in capital flows and the exchange rate. Meanwhile, investment abroad by 

emerging market economies amounted to US dollars 1.3 trillion, amidst concerns over securing 

buffers against any shocks due to volatility in world commodity prices, and capital and exchange 

markets. 

Major currencies experienced significant volatility during 2012, amidst volatile capital flows and 

several rounds of quantitative easing programmes by major central banks. The euro which 

depreciated against the US dollar during the first half of 2012 due to the escalation of the debt 

crisis in the euro area rebounded during the second half supported by the OMT programme and 

further quantitative easing by the ECB. The Pound sterling saw a similar trend vis-à-vis the US 

dollar, ending 2012 at US dollars 1.62 per Pound sterling, from US dollars 1.54 at end 2011. 

Meanwhile, the Japanese yen, which continued to rise against the US dollar during the recent 

past, reversed this trend by depreciating by about 10 per cent, possibly in response to 

expectations of further easing of monetary policy to support a weak economy and a higher trade 

deficit. However, a sizable depreciation of the Japanese yen sparked concerns about competitive 

devaluations, despite continued strengthening of the Japanese yen against the US dollar in the 

past several years. Notwithstanding widespread expectations of an appreciation, the China‟s 

renminbi depreciated in the first half of 2012 against the US dollar, although this trend reversed 

in the second half of the year, resulting in an overall appreciation of 1.5 per cent in 2012. 

Meanwhile, major currencies in South Asia particularly, currencies in India and Pakistan 

depreciated by 3.2 per cent and 7.8 per cent, respectively, in 2012. This was mainly driven by 
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weak output growth, slow capital inflows, high inflation, and high trade deficits. However, the 

Bangladesh taka appreciated by 2.57 per cent against the US dollar in 2012, supported by lower 

import payments and higher growth of inward remittances. 

The global economic outlook for 2013 points to a gradual upturn of world output as financial 

market conditions improve, supported by policy actions that are expected to bolster investor 

confidence and mitigate near term risks. ECB‟s announcement of the OMT programme, the 

commitment of the US to keep interest rates exceptionally low at least as long as unemployment 

rates fall to desired levels, the open ended asset purchase programme by the Bank of Japan and 

postponement of monetary tightening by many emerging market economies may result in 

accommodative monetary conditions that will continue to support global economic recovery. 

However, concerns over financial stability risks in many advanced economies, monetary and 

macro prudential policies in emerging market economies, as well as fiscal consolidation efforts 

across the globe may lead to a slower than expected transmission of monetary conditions into the 

real economy. Against this backdrop, global real GDP growth is projected to reach 3.5 per cent 

in 2013 (up from 3.2 per cent in 2012) and increase further to 4.1 per cent in 2014. The growth 

prospects of the US economy for 2013 and 2014 remain elevated at 2 per cent and 3 per cent, 

respectively, with expected improvements in the housing sector, supported by a new round of 

quantitative easing. The euro area poses a large downside risk to the global outlook, as it is 

projected to continue to be in recession in 2013, contracting by 0.2 per cent, although it is 

expected to record a mild positive growth of 1 per cent in 2014. The Japanese economy is 

expected to perform better than previous projections owing to export recovery backed by the 

weak Japanese yen and gradually improving global demand, and expected surge in domestic 

demand with the support from the sizable economic stimulus package. In emerging and 

developing market economies, more broad based economic activity is expected, as these 

economies continue to grow at 5.5 per cent in 2013 and 5.9 per cent in 2014. China is expected 

to grow at 8.2 per cent and 8.5 per cent in 2013 and 2014, respectively, while the Indian 

economy is projected to expand by 5.9 per cent and 6.4 per cent in 2013 and 2014, respectively. 

However, important downside risks to global economic outlook may emerge from delays in 

policy implementation in the euro area and unchecked fiscal positions in the US and Japan over 

the medium term. Further, lower expectations for medium term growth for some emerging 

market economies may also result in further cutbacks in investment and capital outflows, thereby 

reducing near term growth. 

 

SRI LANKA EXPORTS 

 

Earnings from exports declined in 2012, largely reflecting the downward movement of 

commodity prices and subdued global demand in view of faltering economic activity in major 

economies. Earnings from exports, which grew at a robust rate in 2011, declined by 7.4 per cent, 

year-on-year, in 2012 to US dollars 9,774 million, reflecting declines in industrial as well as 

agricultural exports. 

 

Given the decline in commodity prices in the world market and the softening of global demand, 

earnings from industrial exports in 2012 declined by 7.8 per cent to US dollars 7,371 million. 

The decline of around 5 per cent in the earnings from exports of garments contributed 

significantly to the drop in total export earnings in 2012 as garments account for about 40 per 

cent of total export earnings. While the sharp decline in international cotton prices from the peak 

levels recorded by March 2011 resulted in a drop in the average unit price of garments, the 

slowing down of global economic activity and the consequent dampening of global demand has 
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resulted in lower volumes of exports. Earnings from exports of garments to the European Union, 

which accounted for about 50 per cent of total garment exports over the past five years declined 

by 9.2 per cent in 2012, with exports to the United Kingdom, Italy, Germany and Belgium-

Luxembourg, the largest markets for garment exports within the European Union, declining. 

However, earnings from exports of garments to France and several other countries within the 

European Union have recorded a growth in 2012. Garment exports to the USA, the second 

largest market for exports of garments, accounting for about 40 per cent of garment exports over 

the past five years, declined by 4 per cent in 2012. 

 

Earnings from exports of other industrial products recorded varied performance in 2012. 

Earnings from exports of gems, diamonds and jewellery, and animal fodder increased in 2012, 

supporting external sector performance. Export earnings from gems, diamonds and jewellery 

increased by 5.2 per cent to US dollars 559 million in 2012, along with increases in volumes of 

both gems and jewellery. While export earnings from petroleum products decreased by 16.2 per 

cent to US dollars 463 million, this decline could be attributed to a decline in bunkering services 

provided as a result of a decline in demand given the prevailing subdued global economic 

conditions and the rising competition from regional ports. Reflecting the marked decline in 

rubber prices and lower global consumer demand, export earnings from rubber products such as 

tyres, surgical gloves and other gloves, declined by 2.9 per cent to US dollars 859 million in 

2012. Earnings from the transport equipment sub-category also declined by 26.7 per cent to US 

dollars 165 million in 2012 as a result of earnings from the export of ships, boats and floating 

structures as well as other transport equipment decreasing. Meanwhile, export earnings from the 

food, beverages and tobacco sub-category within industrial exports declined by 18.3 per cent to 

US dollars 284 million in 2012.  

 

Earnings from agricultural exports declined in 2012 as earnings from the export of major 

agricultural commodities declined. Export earnings from tea, which account for about 15 per 

cent of total export earnings, declined by 5.3 per cent to US dollars 1,412 million in 2012, due to 

the export volume of tea declining by 0.9 per cent to 320 million kilograms alongside a drop in 

the average price of tea exported. Although tea prices remained elevated in the world market 

since around May 2012 due to adverse weather conditions resulting in lower production in key 

producer countries, namely, Sri Lanka, Kenya and India, the average price of tea exported during 

the year was marginally lower at US dollars 4.41 a kilogram compared to US dollars 4.62 a 

kilogram recorded for 2011, which could be attributed to political instability in major tea markets 

in the Middle East affecting demand. While the average price of rubber exported declined 

markedly from US dollars 4.84 a kilogram in 2011 to US dollars 3.35 a kilogram in 2012, 

earnings from exports of rubber declined from US dollars 206 million in 2011 to US dollars 125 

million in 2012, along with a decline of 12.3 per cent in the volume of exports.  

 

Earnings from exports of coconut products declined by 21.5 per cent in 2012 to US dollars 209 

million, mainly due to exports of coconut kernel products such as desiccated coconut declining. 

This decline however was contained by an increase in the export earnings from non-kernal 

products such as yarn, coconut shells and ekels.  

 

The increasing trend seen in relation to export earnings from spices, unmanufactured tobacco and 

seafood continued, while earnings from minor agricultural exports declined in 2012. Earnings 

from the export of spices increased by 8.9 per cent in 2012 to US dollars 256 million, led by 

increased earnings from cinnamon and pepper. Earnings from the export of cinnamon increased 

by 5.2 per cent in 2012 to US dollars 136 million. Earnings from the export of pepper increased 
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by 118.4 per cent in 2012 to US dollars 70 million, supported by an improvement in pepper 

production. Earnings from seafood increased by 6.9 per cent during the year to US dollars 198 

million, with increased earnings from fresh fish, processed fish, frozen fish as well as molluscs. 

Meanwhile, earnings from unmanufactured tobacco also increased by 9.8 per cent during the 

year to US dollars 42 million. However, export earnings from minor agricultural products, which 

include fruit, cereals and cocoa, declined by 14.3 per cent to US dollars 76 million in 2012 

mainly as a result of a significant decline in the prices of many of these commodities. 

 

 
 

DIRECTION OF TRADE 

 

India continued to be Sri Lanka‟s largest trading partner in 2012, followed by China and the 

USA. Singapore, the UAE and the UK were other countries that had trade amounting to more 

than US dollars 1 billion with Sri Lanka in 2012. USA remained the largest export destination, 

followed by the UK and India. India remained the largest import origin in 2012 followed by 

China and Singapore. 

 

USA being the largest export destination, accounted for about 22 per cent of total exports and 

about 40 per cent of garments exported in 2012. UK, as the second largest export destination, 

accounted for over 10 per cent of Sri Lanka‟s exports, with more than 20 per cent of garments 

manufactured in Sri Lanka being exported to the UK. Meanwhile, exports to Belgium, 

Luxembourg, Italy and Germany accounted for about 15 per cent of Sri Lanka‟s total exports. 

The most significant amongst exports to Belgium and Luxembourg were gems, diamonds and 

jewellery. Exports to Italy and Germany comprised mainly of garments. The India-Sri Lanka 

Free Trade Agreement has resulted in diversification of products exported to India, encouraging 

the export of industrial products to India. It has become the third largest export destination by 

2012, accounting for 5.8 per cent of Sri Lanka‟s exports in 2012. Transport equipment, animal 

fodder, machinery and mechanical equipment and spices were the major items exported to India. 

 

The largest source of imports in 2012 was India, with a share of 19 per cent in total imports. 

Despite an overall decline in imports in 2012, imports from China, the second largest import 
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origin by 2012 with a share of around 14 per cent in total imports, increased on a year-on-year 

basis. Imports of machinery and equipment, textiles and textile articles as well as building 

materials led the increase in expenditure on imports from China in 2012. While Singapore, the 

third largest import origin in 2012, had a share of around 9 per cent in total imports, petroleum 

products were the most significant amongst imports from Singapore followed by machinery and 

equipment. 
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SECTORAL EXPORT PERFORMANCE IN 2012/2013 

 

TEA 

 

In 2012, tea production declined marginally by 0.4 per cent to 326.3 mn kg due to adverse weather 

conditions. Drought weather conditions that prevailed in all tea growing areas in the first half of the 

year and the unusual cold weather conditions in high grown areas towards the latter part of the year 

impacted tea production. The decline was mainly evident in high grown tea which declined by 7 per 

cent to 72.7 mn kg and medium grown tea, which declined marginally by 0.5 per cent to 52.3 mn kg. 

However, low grown tea production increased by 2 per cent to 201.2 mn kg over that of 2011. Tea 

production in the smallholder sector, which has the highest contribution of 71.4 per cent to the total tea 

production, increased by 2.7 per cent to 233 mn kg in 2012. Meanwhile, tea production in the 

corporate sector, which mainly consists of tea grown in medium and high elevations, declined by 7.4 

per cent to 93.2 mn kg. In terms of varieties of tea produced in 2012, orthodox black tea production 

declined by 0.6 per cent to 300.1 mn kg while CTC (crush, tear, curl) tea production increased by 2.65 

per cent to 23.2 mn kg while value added tea (organic and instant tea) production declined by 16 per 

cent to 2.6 mn kg. 

Tea prices at the Colombo Tea Auction (CTA) remained elevated during the year. The average price of 

high, medium and low grown tea increased by 13.6 per cent, 9.5 per cent and 7 per cent, year-on-year, 

to Rs.379 per kg, Rs.352 per kg and Rs.408 per kg, respectively. Accordingly, the annual average price 

of all teas at CTA increased to Rs.391.64 per kg in 2012 from Rs.359.89 per kg in 2011. The shortage 

of global black tea supply largely contributed to the buoyancy in tea prices at CTA from the second 

quarter of the year. However, the average export price of tea declined to US Dollars 4.41 per kg in 

2012 from US Dollars 4.62 per kg in 2011.  

 

RUBBER 

 

Rubber production declined by 3.9 per cent to 152 mn kg in 2012 over the previous year. This was 

mainly a result of the reduction in tapping days due to torrential rainfall and the decline in natural 

rubber prices from the highest ever prices recorded in 2011. The two largest contributors to total 

rubber production, Sheet Rubber and Latex Crepe Rubber, declined by around 2.4 per cent and 39 per 

cent to 59.2 mn kg and 36.6 mn kg, respectively. Lower rubber prices affected the better agriculture 

practices of rubber smallholders adversely, thereby affecting yield despite the fertilizer support 

programme. As a result, the yield in rubber declined to 1,459 kg per hectare in 2012 from 1,566 kg per 

hectare in 2011. Domestic consumption of natural rubber in Sri Lanka declined by 1.5 per cent to 

110.04 mn kg in 2012 primarily due to contraction in demand from industries catering to the export 

market where Latex Crepe is used as one of the main inputs for high end products.  

 

The average prices of different rubber varieties declined in 2012 compared to record prices earned in 

2011. The subdued demand from major tyre manufacturing markets in East Asia, improved rubber 

production in other rubber producing countries and the build up of carryover stocks in the international 

market contributed to the decline in natural rubber prices. The average prices of both Ribbed Smoked 

Sheet 1 (RSS1) and Latex Crepe IX declined at the Colombo Rubber Auction (CRA) by 19 per cent to 

Rs.417 per kg and 29 per cent to Rs.411 per kg, respectively, in 2012 compared to 2011. During this 

period, export prices of RSS1 and Latex Crepe IX also declined by 24 per cent and 23 per cent to 

Rs.447 per kg and Rs.407 per kg, respectively.  
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COCONUT  

Coconut production recorded its highest production in 2012 since year 2001. Coconut production 

increased by 4.7 per cent to 2,940 mn nuts, in 2012 largely due to the lagged effect of favourable 

weather conditions that prevailed in the major coconut growing areas i.e. Gampaha, Kurunegala and 

Puttalam (coconut triangle) in 2011. Furthermore, adherence to good management practices such as 

improvement in fertilizer application and methods for moisture conservation by growers also supported 

high coconut production.  

All coconut kernel products except desiccated coconut production, improved during the year. Coconut 

oil production increased by 46.2 per cent to 81,862 metric tons (equivalent to 649.2 mn nuts) in 2012 

benefiting from increased coconut production and increased import levies on palm oil during the year. 

The Special Commodity Levy (SCL), which was introduced for edible oil imports from May 2012, 

was increased further from November 2012 to encourage local coconut oil production. Accordingly, 

importation of palm oil (both palm kernel oil and crude oil) declined significantly to 63,723 metric 

tons in 2012 from 135,340 metric tons in 2011. However, desiccated coconut (DC) production 

declined by 12.7 per cent to 41,645 metric tons (equivalent to 324.8 mn nuts) in 2012, which could be 

largely attributable to the fall in external demand during the second half of the year. Accordingly, the 

export of desiccated coconut fell by 8.9 per cent to 41,776 metric tons in 2012. Meanwhile, improved 

coconut production helped expand the value addition industries in 2012 including cream, milk and 

milk powder of coconut, which are mainly produced for the export market.  

 

Coconut prices remained low in 2012 at the Colombo Coconut Auctions (CCA) compared to 2011 

largely due to the increase in supply. The average auction price of coconut at the CCA declined to 

Rs.27.80 per nut in 2012 from Rs.34.70 per nut in 2011, while the average retail price of coconut 

varied in the range of Rs.32.40 to Rs.38.20 during the year. The decline in prices was seen with respect 

to other coconut products such as coconut oil and desiccated coconut, at the CCA.  

 

SPICES AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 

 

The minor agricultural export crops sector showed a mixed performance in 2012. Cinnamon 

production declined by 5.9 per cent to 17,165 metric tons. The drought conditions that prevailed in 

2012 in the major cinnamon growing areas negated the expected higher yield from cinnamon despite 

the availability of subsidised fertilizer, the increased matured extent of cinnamon plantation during the 

past several years and favourable export demand for Sri Lankan cinnamon products in the international 

market. Pepper production in 2012 grew substantially by 72 per cent to 18,604 metric tons, blessed by 

favourable weather in major pepper growing areas during the flowering and fruiting period and also 

due to increased matured extent of new planting. Accordingly, export of pepper increased by around 

108 per cent to 10,532 metric tons during the year supported by favourable prices fetched for pepper 

exports. Cashew production has been increasing with the surge in demand from the hotel and tourism 

sector. In 2012, domestic production of cashew grew by 67 per cent to 2,000 metric tons while exports 

declined by around 53 per cent to 145.8 metric tons reflecting increased domestic demand. The extent 

of cultivation has been increasing significantly after the end of the conflict with more estates in the 

Northern Province contributing to the cashew industry. The growth in cloves production declined in 

2012 as in the previous year due to the cyclical harvesting pattern of clove.  
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FISH & SEAFOOD 

 

Total national fish production in 2012 increased by 9.3 per cent to 486,170 metric tons driven by 

substantial increases in coastal marine fishery and inland fishery. Of total production, marine fish 

production grew by 8.3 per cent to 417,220 metric tons mainly driven by marine coastal fishing, which 

grew by 15.8 per cent to 257,540 metric tons. However, off shore fish production (deep sea fishing) 

declined by 2 per cent to 159,680 metric tons. The increase in fuel prices effective from February 2012 

and relatively high ice prices reflecting increased electricity charges pushed up the cost of production 

per trip of a multi day boat. This was partly offset by the fuel subsidy introduced by the government 

for them since March 2012. These developments reduced the trip duration of multi day boats 

encouraging fishing in coastal areas. During 2012, the highest growth in marine fishery was recorded 

from the Northern Province, which grew by 28 per cent to 59,340 metric tons. As a result, the share of 

marine fish supply from the Northern Province to the total supply also increased to 14 per cent, mainly 

due to the higher catch from the Jaffna district. The inland fishing sector grew by 16 per cent to 68,950 

metric tons in 2012. The proper management of water bodies with community participation, 

establishment of community based mini hatcheries, increase in fish fingerling production and free 

issues of fingerlings contributed to this growth. 

 

APPAREL 

 

Despite weaker global economic activity, wearing apparel production in the country increased in 2012, 

albeit at a much slower pace than in the previous year. Output of the wearing apparel sector increased 

by 4.2 per cent in 2012. Weaker economic activity, particularly in the EU region, has dampened 

demand for Sri Lanka‟s exports. However Sri Lanka remains a source of premium, reasonably priced 

apparel for both the EU and the USA. The apparel industry has therefore been able to sustain its 

performance despite the slowdown of these major economies which continue to be key export 

destination markets. Apparel manufacturers continue to strive to diversify their business to other 

markets. Meanwhile, the textile products sector, which mainly comprises weaving of textiles and 

finishing of textiles, recorded a commendable growth in 2012. The supply of textiles to the domestic 

market was supported by strong demand from tourists, according to market sources.  

 

 

INDUSTRIAL EXPORTS 
 

The positive contributions from all sub sectors enabled the Industry sector to expand by 10.3 per cent 

in 2012 as in 2011. Factory industry which is the largest sub sector in the Industry sector recorded a 

growth of 5.2 per cent in 2012 compared to 8.3 per cent and 7.5 per cent in 2011 and 2010, 

respectively. This was mainly due to the sluggish demand in global markets for exports and low 

domestic demand reflecting the impact of policy measures adopted. The electricity, gas and water sub 

sector also decelerated compared to the previous two years, partly due to the decline in high value 

added hydro power generation in the electricity sub sector. Construction and mining and quarrying sub 

sectors expanded at impressive rates with the boom in both public and private sector construction 

activities. During the year, the Industry sector contributed to 30.4 per cent of the total GDP, compared 

to 29.3 per cent in 2011. 
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FUTURE EXPORT CHALLENGES 

 

The economy is projected to expand at a rate of 7.5 per cent in 2013 and gradually move to a higher 

growth trajectory of over 8 per cent in the medium term. Robust external demand would be vital for 

sustaining a high growth momentum over the medium term, with the expected support from the 

gradual recovery of the global economy and the diversification of Sri Lanka‟s export structure to 

higher value added goods and services. Sustaining this higher growth momentum requires raising 

investments to a level of around 31–33 per cent of GDP. The growth in the medium term needs to be 

supported by capacity expansion and adapting and upgrading the technology used in the production 

process, diversifying into higher value added sectors and broadening export destinations. Proactive 

policy measures are expected to bring about low and stable inflation with the GDP deflator declining to 

around 5 per cent, thereby creating an environment conducive for investment. With the projected rapid 

economic growth, Sri Lanka is expected to surpass the US dollars 4,000 threshold of per capita income 

by 2015.  

The country‟s external sector is expected to strengthen over the medium term, enhancing its resilience 

to external shocks. Export of goods is expected to regain the upward momentum over the medium term 

underpinned by the recovery in world economic activity and positive effects brought about by the 

timely implementation of policy measures to enhance exports. Imports are projected to increase at a 

moderate rate. Import of oil, which is a major challenge in curtailing expenditure on imports, is 

expected to decline over the years with the commissioning of the Norochcholai and Sampur coal 

power plants. This, together with the envisaged growth momentum of exports, would result in a 

substantial contraction in the trade deficit in the medium term. Meanwhile, the growth momentum 

maintained over the past decade in the trade in services indicates that the services sector has the 

potential to become the next engine of growth. The 5-hubs plus tourism strategy that seeks to promote 

the maritime, aviation, knowledge, energy and commercial sectors, is gaining ground, while tourism is 

emerging as a key thrust industry. Earnings from transportation services are expected to increase in the 

future with the commissioning of a new sea-air transportation hub in the Southern Province and the 

completion of other major development projects. With the expected export revenue of US dollars 1 

billion by 2015, the IT and BPO industries are also expected to generate more foreign inflows over the 

medium term, augmenting the surplus in the services account. The number of migrants for foreign 

employment is likely to decline with the tightening labour market conditions in the country. However, 

workers‟ remittances are expected to increase further in the medium term especially due to the 

projected increase in labour migration in skilled and professional categories. Significant increases in 

earnings from the export of goods and services, together with inward workers‟ remittances are 

expected to lower the deficit in the current account substantially in the medium term. 

Foreign inflows to the government and to the private sector including FDI flows are expected to 

increase in 2013 and beyond, off-setting the current account deficit, thereby resulting in significant 

BOP surpluses in the medium term. Foreign capital flows are highly sensitive to the country‟s 

macroeconomic fundamentals, investment climate and investor confidence, exchange controls, 

infrastructure facilities and global liquidity conditions. Therefore, ongoing policy orientation in these 

areas, and expected recovery in the global economy are expected to provide the required impetus to 

attract foreign inflows, including FDI, in the medium term. Surpluses are expected to be generated in 

the overall balance of the BOP underpinned by higher inflows to the capital and financial account 

boosting external reserves of the country to a comfortable level to cover over 6 months of imports in 
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the medium term, thereby strengthening the stability of the foreign exchange market and reducing 

vulnerability to external shocks.  

The conduct of monetary policy in the medium term will focus on maintaining inflation at mid-single 

digit levels while supporting the economy to grow along its potential path. The growth of broad money 

is expected to be consistent with the anticipated growth in nominal GDP. Net credit extended to the 

government by the banking sector is expected to decline with continued fiscal consolidation. To 

support increasing economic activity in the medium term, a substantial amount of credit is expected to 

be released to the private sector by commercial banks. NFA of the banking sector are expected to 

improve over the medium term with increased foreign currency inflows and the resulting BOP surplus. 

The government has shown its commitment to achieving the fiscal targets set out in the Medium Term 

Macro Fiscal Framework for 2012 to 2015. Accordingly, the fiscal strategy of the government has 

been designed to reduce the budget deficit below 5 per cent of GDP in the medium term and to 

generate current account surpluses, thereby improving the debt to GDP ratio to around 65 per cent by 

2015 and lowering it further thereafter. Further, the tax base is expected to be broadened and revenue 

performance enhanced over the forthcoming years through the implementation of more focused 

legislative, administrative and institutional development measures. It is also expected that high priority 

will be given to addressing issues in loss making state owned enterprises to make them commercially 

viable.  

As the country moves steadily towards achieving a per capita GDP of US dollars 4,000 before 2016, it 

has now become necessary to expedite the structural changes needed to steer the economy to avoid a 

possible middle income trap and maintain sustained high economic growth through raising 

productivity in all sectors of the economy. Higher average economic growth of 7.5 per cent during the 

post-conflict period compared to the post-liberalisation period average of 5 per cent, together with 

subdued demand pressures on inflation, confirm the economy‟s higher growth potential. However, to 

sustain high economic growth over the medium term, it is essential to maintain prudent, consistent and 

dynamic economic policies that would stimulate private sector investments in more productive 

activities. Further, diversification of economic activity to enhance the resilience of the economy 

against external shocks, improving specialisation in selected areas where the economy is identified to 

have a comparative advantage, facilitating new synergies to take the economy forward to a new stage 

of development, and supporting human capital and entrepreneurial skills development to maximise 

productivity of domestic human resources are necessary to accelerate economic growth.  

As Sri Lanka aims to be a regional economic hub, driving GDP growth through increased and 

diversified export of goods and services, requires harnessing the full potential of infrastructure 

developments, locational advantages and natural resources through a strong human capital base and an 

enabling institutional environment, which promotes innovation and attracts investments and 

technology. Increasing skill levels, changing education preferences and demography has created labour 

shortages in factory level employment. Rising labour costs have added to the increase in 

manufacturing costs, reducing the competitiveness of Sri Lankan exports especially as key competitors 

have obtained greater market access through reciprocal and non-reciprocal trading arrangements in 

addition to lower production costs compared to Sri Lanka. However, leading Sri Lankan manufacturers 

such as apparel manufacturers, have implemented lean manufacturing systems, innovative production 

practices while strengthening human resources and gradually progressing in product value chains in 

order to remain competitive amidst continuous challenges in the global environment. Learning from 
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these experiences it is important that both the manufacturing and services sectors focus on 

transforming into offering higher value innovative products focusing on cost efficiencies. Thus, 

policies must enable innovation, provide necessary impetus to move into new industries using the 

growing connectivity, while optimising on the myriad of high potential natural resources by using 

nanotechnology and efficient production methods. In this context, policies may need to refocus on 

facilitating increased industrialisation, aiming to transform Sri Lanka to the next level of 

competitiveness. Sectors such as auto assembly and manufacturing, consumer electronics, processed 

food and spices, entrepôt trade, heavy machinery assembly, and air freight cargo handling and 

processing could be promoted in this regard. Policies should also focus on the rising importance of 

services exports with a view to facilitating such exports as Sri Lanka has tremendous growth potential 

in services such as IT/BPO/KPO activities, health and education services and shipping and aviation 

related services. While developing the services sector, it is imperative that Sri Lanka positions itself 

not as a low cost producer but as a high value destination and provide innovative and competitive 

products that can charge a premium price even in a challenging global economic environment. These 

developments are already taking place in the software industry and these trends must be expanded into 

other industries as well. 

Transforming the economy into a US dollar 100 billion economy by 2016 demands the improvement 

of all public utilities to a level that could cater to a modern economy effectively and efficiently. The 

current capacity of public utilities such as electricity, water supply, sewerage and solid waste disposal 

as well as transportation need to be significantly improved to facilitate a growing economy. Assessing 

the demand for these major utilities and taking steps to address the shortfall is an immediate policy 

priority. Pricing policies for the provision of these utilities need to reflect costs and be sustainable so as 

to encourage further investments and ease the financial burden on the service provider. In this regard, 

the existing mix of power generation sources needs to be critically re-examined with the focus on 

developing cheaper and sustainable sources of energy in the medium to long term. Hydro power has 

served as a valuable source of energy for the country, but its heavy reliance on uncertain weather 

conditions and the inability to increase energy supply to support a growing economy have highlighted 

the need to expedite the current efforts to diversify the energy sector. In this regard, the existing energy 

mix should be reviewed with a view to gradually reducing oil in the energy mix, and replacing it with 

cheaper viable options such as coal, and cleaner and more energy efficient options such as natural gas. 

Furthermore, encouraging public-private partnerships while enhancing private investment would be 

necessary to meet the growing demand, create healthy competition, and improve the doing business 

environment.  

The growth of the agriculture sector, which is vital for food security, providing employment, reducing 

import dependence and enhancing export earnings, has continuously been affected by adverse weather 

conditions, highlighting the need to strengthen the sector against such vulnerabilities. Volatility in 

production and prices affects inflation, the income streams of farmers, servicing bank loans by farmers 

and subsidy costs to the government. The effective utilisation of developments achieved through 

scientific research could mitigate possible adversities faced by the farmer. These include, the use of 

strains of crops more resistant to adverse weather and diseases, new improved strains that could 

produce higher yields, and skillful management of crop cycles through extensive awareness campaigns 

and dissemination of timely and accurate information with regard to expected weather patterns and 

seasonal trends in prices. Also, the agricultural sector would benefit from specific medium to long term 

improvements, such as structural upgrades to irrigation canals, resuscitating the ancient reservoir and 

irrigation systems, promoting awareness in water management and sustainable cultivation methods, 
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improving the forward and futures markets for agricultural commodities to hedge against price 

fluctuations, promoting crop insurance at reasonable premia, and eliminating market distortions caused 

at intermediate stages. The fisheries sector possesses a high potential to be developed as a significant 

foreign exchange earner and an important stabiliser of domestic prices. Substantial space remains for 

the upgrading of fisheries production through harnessing advances in technology and increasing 

production in value added industries such as canning and processing. Domestic production of canned 

fish, which currently accounts for less than 20 per cent of the total domestic consumption of canned 

fish, should be encouraged further as this could have a significant downward impact on domestic price 

levels and has the potential to grow into a major export industry. Inviting foreign investors to engage in 

profit sharing joint ventures, and increasing private sector participation in value added industries aimed 

at the export and domestic markets would result in growth in this area. Non-traditional fisheries sector, 

such as sea cucumber, sea urchin and bivalve cultivation, once popularised, may provide a source of 

foreign inflows as these products command high prices in niche markets.  

The high expenditure incurred on the importation of food and beverages, of which, almost 50 per cent 

is on dairy products and sugar, indicates the potential savings that could be generated through 

promoting their domestic production. The measures undertaken to increase milk production in Sri 

Lanka are salutary and may be further strengthened by increasing high quality products and ensuring 

that producers receive remunerative prices that would further encourage private sector investment in 

this sector. Similarly adopting policies to increase sugar production would result in a substantial 

reduction in the cost of imports. Sugar production could be increased with the revitalised sugar cane 

processing plants, as well as by increasing the area under sugar cultivation, and improving the sugar 

recovery rate by introducing the latest technologies and maintaining remunerative prices. Higher farm 

gate prices could draw in more local producers and attract the labour force required for production. 

With the utilisation of areas in the Northern Province to cultivate sugar cane, upgrading to a more 

efficient distribution and purchasing network, while introducing private investment into the sector will 

ensure the future success of the sugar industry in Sri Lanka. 

The tourism industry is one of the fastest growing sectors in the economy, and its future potential 

needs to be supported through effective marketing campaigns and addressing causes for adverse 

publicity. Projecting a positive image of the country as an ideal tourist destination for both leisure and 

business would be vital for attracting the envisaged number of tourists to the country. At the same 

time, increased quality of service and greater value for money would also encourage repeat arrivals 

resulting in achieving the short term and medium term goals set for the sector. Increasing the 

availability of entertainment and recreational activities for tourists by promoting international sporting 

events and other mega-scale landmark events, such as an annual international film festival, and 

promoting a night economy could attract more tourists and increase earnings from tourism. Facilitating 

conferences and private events of foreigners, such as weddings and get-togethers could provide niche 

opportunities for the tourism sector. Improving language skills of potential employees of the sector, 

upgrading facilities at landmark tourist destinations, and promoting domestic tourism are further steps 

that could be taken to promote the industry on a sustainable basis. 

In spite of the government‟s efforts towards fiscal consolidation, the continued revenue shortfall has 

led to increased reliance of the public sector on the banking system over the past few years, crowding 

out the resources available for private sector activity. Revenue collection, particularly through taxation, 

has declined over the past few years to a very low level raising concern over the sustainability of the 

fiscal consolidation process. The expected positive fiscal outcome from recent tax reforms are yet to be 
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fully realised. Further efforts are needed to widen the tax base, strengthen tax compliance, and simplify 

tax collection mechanisms. Moreover, improving the financial viability of SOEs in the short term and 

transforming them into net revenue generating institutions in the medium term would strengthen public 

sector sustainability. These measures could increase the general price level in the short term, but the 

overall benefit to the economy over the medium term could be greater. Reduced borrowing by the 

public sector from banks could increase the resources available for the private sector to enhance its 

investments in productive sectors.  

A diversified, efficient and stable financial sector is essential to support the goal of a US dollar 100 

billion economy by 2016. Strengthening the financial sector will require facilitating the deepening of 

capital markets and accommodating complex financial instruments, a long term yield curve, resilient 

and dynamic banking and non-banking finance institutions (NBFIs), an efficient online auction system 

that encourages wide market participation for secondary market activities of corporate and public debt 

and developing auxiliary financial service providers such as rating agencies and advisory services. In 

addition, a firm yet supportive supervisory regime and flexible market oriented tax reforms that 

facilitate market growth would contribute to the development of the financial sector. Business 

diversification and revenue growth from fee-based services would enhance profitability in the financial 

sector. Consolidation would allow for new investment ventures in large scale projects in the country. 

The availability of alternative domestic and foreign financial sources for corporates could reduce 

intermediation costs, thus increasing efficiency and productivity of the overall financial system of the 

country. Foreign financing directly available to the banking sector would encourage investments in 

long term projects, and strengthen the capital base of banks enabling the sector to meet the rising credit 

demand and cushion any potential risk. 

The labour migration policies need to be more focused on promoting earnings from the export of 

professional services, gradually moving from unskilled labour, which face high risk working 

conditions. Welfare of the migrant worker is of paramount importance for the sustainability of 

remittances as well as for the benefit of the society. Managing the considerable social cost incurred due 

to unskilled female migrant workers leaving the household and adopting the role of the main income 

earner for the family has remained a major socio-cultural challenge. Promoting awareness of savings 

and routing such savings for entrepreneurial work after the end of their employment outside Sri Lanka 

are necessary. Implementing enforceable memoranda of understanding (MOU) with relevant foreign 

counterparts to secure worker safety prior to employment would ensure continued welfare of the 

migrant worker. Entering into semi-skilled and skilled worker contracts with other regions of the world 

would reduce the exposure of Sri Lankan foreign remittances being sourced largely from the Middle 

East region. Greater labour flexibility domestically could encourage professionals to export their 

services for short periods of time while retaining human capital in the country in the long run. This 

could help increase foreign exchange inflows, upgrade and update skills, and project a better image of 

the country‟s human resource base to the world.  

The physical infrastructure already in place along with the improved doing business environment, 

could be effectively utilised to establish a global commercial centre in Sri Lanka that complements the 

country‟s ambitious plan to become a shipping and aviation hub in Asia. Encouraging the private 

sector to establish financial institutions that offer offshore services that specialise in shipping and 

aviation related financing could generate skilled employment opportunities and support increased 

economic activity. In parallel, a conducive legal infrastructure to facilitate operations of the global 

commercial centre should be developed in order to promote financial flows, which fall within the 
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broad provisions of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) 

of Sri Lanka. 

Moving towards achieving the full potential of being a knowledge hub, Sri Lanka's education system 

must focus on encouraging free and independent thinking and innovation from primary to tertiary 

levels and improving the quality of output to meet the demands of a rapidly transforming economy. 

Benefitting from the changing population structure, the focus of primary and secondary education 

sector should be on quality improvements using international best practices in school education. At the 

university level, the advent of new private universities as local-foreign collaborations could increase 

competition between state-run universities and their new counterparts, which could lead to a better 

output from the university system. However, it is necessary to streamline accreditation further and 

invite collaborations with top ranked international universities, thus enabling inflow of foreign students 

and related foreign exchange flows for education services. Exposing Sri Lankan universities to 

internationally acclaimed accreditation systems would enable the country to attract students from the 

region in addition to benefitting local students. Web based ranking systems domestically for education 

institutions at all levels could encourage these institutions to improve while providing guidance to 

potential students, their parents and employees as to the quality of education.  

Sri Lanka‟s labour market needs to be reoriented to face the challenges of achieving sustainable high 

economic growth. The unemployment rate, which has remained below 5 per cent since 2010, reached a 

historic low of 4 per cent in 2012. Although such low rates of unemployment could give rise to wage 

pressures, low labour force participation rates and possible underemployment in some sectors indicate 

that there is still room for the supply of labour to improve. The Agriculture sector employs about 31 

per cent of the labour force, while generating only 11 per cent of the country‟s GDP. This shows the 

extent of underemployment in this sector and the vulnerability of a large share of population and their 

relatively low incomes to supply disruptions caused by adverse weather conditions. Productivity 

improvements are necessary to release excess labour in agriculture to other sectors of the economy. 

Also, to increase the country‟s overall labour productivity, it is essential that measures to improve the 

productivity of the public sector, which currently accounts for over 15 per cent of all employed, are 

taken by focusing on raising the quality of public services provided. With regard to unemployment and 

labour force participation, the female population is unequally affected, and improving the provision of 

child care facilities and dependable public transport systems could help address the causal factors for 

such asymmetry. In addition, it is essential that physical infrastructure be improved and socio-

economic practices changed to absorb differently-abled citizens into the workforce. Meanwhile, 

constantly reviewing and making required amendments to existing labour legislation is necessary to 

develop a more dynamic labour market that caters to the needs of a growing economy and benefits 

both employers and workers fairly.  

At varied fora the challenges of an ageing population caused by the slow population growth has been 

addressed as needing  to be addressed with a long term focus through strengthening retirement benefit 

schemes and reforming the health sector. The decline in both fertility and mortality has resulted in Sri 

Lanka undergoing a demographic transition with the proportion of population aged over 60 years 

expected to double from its current level in 30 years. The projected increase in the ageing population 

and increased longevity underscore the need to have a viable strategy to sustain the increased health 

and social costs of an ageing population while strengthening the superannuation benefits and welfare 

of retirees. Increasing cost of health care and medication borne by the government strengthens the case 

for new measures to upgrade existing health and social security systems in a sustainable manner. 
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Introducing measures to implement joint employee/employer diversified benefit schemes, allowing for 

increased returns for existing funds to maintain their long term viability, encouraging the development 

of private retirement funds and other retirement plans and increasing awareness of savings and possible 

post-retirement investments are several measures that could be considered in this regard.  

Sri Lanka‟s achievements in reducing absolute poverty, even while facing an internal conflict, are well 

documented, but the EASL believes that focused policies to eradicate poverty and reduce income 

inequality need to continue. The poverty headcount ratio has declined from 28.8 per cent in 1995/96 to 

8.9 per cent in 2009/10, surpassing the targets set under the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). 

However, income inequality, as measured by the Gini coefficient, has remained high at 0.49 during the 

2006/07 and 2009/10 Household Income and Expenditure Surveys (HIESs). As income inequality is 

known to increase during phases of high economic growth, it is necessary that appropriate policies are 

in place to allow the benefits of growth to trickle down to low income segments without affecting the 

growth momentum. The continued low rates of unemployment and increased contribution to economic 

growth from the provinces would support further reduction in poverty and income inequality. The 

government‟s efforts to lift the living standards of backward segments of the population through 

targeted livelihood development programmes such as Divineguma would help reduce poverty and 

inequality on a sustainable basis. Monitoring the trends in these social indicators and taking further 

steps as required is essential for the growth momentum to continue without being disrupted by any 

possible social unrest.  

Sri Lanka‟s target of becoming a US dollar 100 billion economy in the medium term is well 

established and appears feasible given the development strategy and policy measures adopted by 

authorities in the post-conflict period. It is therefore essential to strengthen the framework for sustained 

economic growth based on the strategy of 5 hubs (aviation hub, maritime hub, energy hub, commercial 

hub and knowledge hub) plus tourism to diversify the economy and improve the resilience of the 

economy to external and internal shocks. The implementation of required structural adjustments 

including tax reforms and exchange control liberalization, strengthening of institutions, and the 

continuation of the fiscal consolidation process are essential for Sri Lanka to sustain this high growth 

momentum. Measures adopted in early 2012 confirm the commitment shown by authorities to take 

difficult policy measures to ensure long term economic and price stability even at the risk of short term 

challenges.  

 (Source: Central Bank Report 2012) 

 

FRUITS & VEGETABLES  SECTOR 

 

Overview 

 

The global export market for fruit and vegetable market took a direct hit during the global recession in 

2009, with consumers spending less money on imported food products in general. The industry has 

begun to recover, and demand is picking up, though it is yet to reflect a share for Sri Lankan Exports e 

in the developing economies such as China and India.   Economic growth and technological advances 

together with the availability of superior ingredients are now available to manufacturers to boost the 

quality of processed fruit and vegetable products. Health-conscious consumers opt for sugar-free 

products, especially in the EU, Australia & North America.  
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The global fruit & vegetable market which reached a value of $1,517.3 billion in 2011 is expected to 

have a value of $2,719 billion in 2016.  The FAO reports that Fruit and Vegetables generate around 

$45 billion per annum. 

 

The global fruit and vegetable market is controlled by the 50 top companies accounting for 70% of 

revenue. The industry includes goods under various forms like canned, frozen, concentrated and 

dehydrated products. Fruit and vegetables are processed to make juices, jams, chutneys, pickles &and 

jellies. According to a research from MarketLine vegetables represent almost 65% of the overall 

market, The US, EU & China are the leading exporters and importers of processed fruits and 

vegetables. Whereas a large number of these imports come from Brazil, Thailand, China, Canada & 

Mexico, the EU is known as the single largest regional market followed by the US. The Asia Pacific is 

expected to show the fastest growth moving forward. At an annual rate of 4.5%. Asia Pacific 

represents more than 45% of the world fruit and vegetables market, according to research by 

MarketLine.  

 
Fruits & Vegetable Industry Sri Lanka 

 

Agriculture is the most common source of revenue of Sri Lankans, about eighty different verities of 

fruits and vegetables are grown in Sri Lanka‟s varied agro-climatic areas. These crops are mainly 

grown by the semi commercialized farmers whose individual area of land does not exceed a hectare. 

Sri Lanka produces more than 800,000 metric tons of fruits and vegetables to many destinations 

around the globe out of which around 90 percent of freshly produce is targeted to the Middle East and 

the Maldives and around 75 percent of the processed items to the European market. 

 

The processed food, fruits and vegetable segment is one of the most prospective industries in the world 

due to the increasing demand for end consumer and value added producers in the world market. United 

Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Maldives, India, U.K, Kuwait, Qatar, Pakistan, have been enlisted as the 

main vegetable importing countries from Sri Lanka and United Arab Emirates, Maldives, India, 

Germany, Saudi Arabia, Qatar have been enlisted as top fruit, fresh or dried importing countries from 

Sri Lanka in the year 2010. 

 

As per the industry officials following the growth 10 percent to US$ 36 million in 2011,   the fruit and 

vegetable export sector  was  expected to grow between three to five percent in 2012  However, Sri 

Lanka‟s overall exports were down by 5.8% to 7.39 billion US dollars up to September 2012. Hence in 

2013 the related sector Organizations engaged with the Authorities to identify how and what needs to 

be done to recover lost markets and capture emerging opportunities  

 

Source: Fruits and Vegetables Sector Analysis 2012, the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce 



Summary of Export Performance    January - December 2010 - 2012
Value in U S $ Mn

2216.18 2453.00 10.69 2242.31 -8.59

1439.15 1476.18 2.57 1397.91 -5.30

173.75 207.00 19.14 125.09 -39.57

277.04 422.91 52.65 359.68 -14.95

99.39 191.40 92.57 126.71 -33.80

123.89 155.62 25.61 150.14 -3.52

53.76 75.89 41.16 82.83 9.14

326.24 346.91 6.34 359.63 3.67
191.18 213.61 11.73 231.55 8.40
16.32 18.54 13.60 14.50 -21.79
16.20 17.37 7.22 18.00 3.63
13.54 14.80 9.31 10.43 -29.53
14.92 18.18 21.85 17.42 -4.18
74.08 64.41 -13.05 67.73 5.15

202.24 195.31 -3.43 204.68 4.80
10.08 10.06 -0.20 7.57 -24.75
30.98 36.18 16.79 28.86 -20.23

161.18 149.07 -7.51 168.25 12.87

5781.64 7678.56 32.81 7261.93 -5.43

418.77 531.51 26.92 558.90 5.15

3341.78 4172.15 24.85 3964.65 -4.97

1758.09 2422.20 37.77 2275.42 -6.06
287.13 407.56 41.94 359.94 -11.68
15.92 19.73 23.93 18.96 -3.90
53.56 65.22 21.77 65.01 -0.32
56.58 71.58 26.51 89.96 25.68

556.81 884.15 58.79 856.68 -3.11

37.47 42.43 13.24 35.33 -16.73

51.40 59.27 15.31 56.86 -4.07

83.21 110.17 32.40 116.30 5.56

63.24 56.26 -11.04 56.13 -0.23

259.00 312.61 20.70 296.85 -5.04

74.01 66.59 -10.03 99.09 48.81

58.53 149.25 155.00 56.59 -62.08

19.73 16.71 -15.31 12.24 -26.75

141.50 160.67 13.55 155.48 -3.23

263.00 552.70 110.15 462.96 -16.24

438.79 231.95 -47.14 64.68 -72.11

8638.85 10558.82 22.22 9773.60 -7.44

Source - Sri Lanka Customs

Analysis & Preperation - Statistics Unit / P & P Division / EDB

2012% Growth % Growth

Transport Equipments & parts

Agricultural products

Electronic, Electrical & Machinery products

Total :

2010 2011

1

Other Manufactures NES

Footwear

Ships & Boats

Table - 1

Rubber Finished products

Non - Metalic & Mineral products

1.4

Paper & Paper products
Wooden products

Base Metal products

3.3 Manufactures
Food, Feed,Beverages & Tobacco

2 Fisheries products

3

3.1

Industrial products

Diamonds, Gems & Jewellery

Rubber

1.3

Fruits

Other Export Crops

4 Products Unclassified

3.4 Petroleum Products

Coconut Fibre products

Other Edible Fish
Crustaceans

Plastic products

Chemical products

3.2 Textiles & Garments

Others of Other Export Crops

Leather products

Aquarium Fish

Cut Flowers & Foliage

Vegetables

Coconut Shell products & others

Essential Oils

Spices

Code Description

Coconut

Coconut Kernel products

1.1

1.2

Tea



Disaggregated Export Performance - January December 2010 - 2012
Value in U S $ Mn

549.32 718.17 30.74 666.14 -7.24

131.46 9.66 -92.65 4.19 -56.63

651.14 697.41 7.11 700.42 0.43

11.28 0.45 -96.01 0.06 -86.67

3.40 4.02 18.24 4.09 1.74

92.55 46.47 -49.79 23.01 -50.48

1439.15 1476.18 2.57 1397.91 -5.30

1.78 0.28 -84.27 0.06 -78.57

68.50 62.77 -8.36 38.30 -38.98

8.50 14.40 69.41 12.31 -14.51

72.58 116.20 60.10 63.80 -45.09

0.78 2.07 165.38 0.54 -73.91

21.61 11.28 -47.80 10.08 -10.64

173.75 207.00 19.14 125.09 -39.57

5.20 7.73 48.65 9.94 28.59

49.05 126.46 157.82 68.02 -46.21

0.65 2.47 280.00 0.68 -72.47

11.93 6.40 -46.35 7.81 22.03

14.73 22.84 55.06 20.12 -11.91

3.13 6.03 92.65 5.18 -14.10

8.73 10.20 16.84 8.46 -17.06

2.70 1.82 -32.59 2.14 17.58

3.27 7.45 127.83 4.36 -41.48

99.39 191.40 92.57 126.71 -33.80

2.77 3.26 17.69 2.25 -30.98

31.21 36.33 16.40 25.38 -30.14

37.15 49.08 32.11 57.03 16.20

2.91 0.61 -79.04 1.22 100.00

20.77 26.55 27.83 27.40 3.20

10.10 13.25 31.19 11.35 -14.34

3.78 6.35 67.99 5.27 -17.01

5.93 6.10 2.87 6.82 11.80

2.16 2.23 3.24 2.27 1.79

4.34 7.86 81.11 8.15 3.69

2.77 4.00 44.40 3.00 -25.00

123.89 155.62 25.61 150.14 -3.52

51.07 71.65 40.30 76.92 7.36

0.08 0.08 0.00 0.21 162.50

0.20 0.13 -35.00 0.06 -53.85

1.31 2.52 92.37 3.70 46.83

1.10 1.51 37.27 1.94 28.48

53.76 75.89 41.16 82.83 9.14

277.04 422.91 52.65 359.68 -14.95

2012% Growth % Growth2010 2011

Table - 2

S 0302

Sub total

Coconut Fibre products

Sub total

Total - Coconut

S.0199 Other Tea

S.0102 Tea Bags
S.0103 Tea in Bulk

S.030305 Coconut Ekels

S.030302 Coconut Shell Pieces
S.030303 Coconut Shell Powder
S.030304 Coconut Shell Charcoal

S.030210 Coir Twine & Ropes
S.030211 Geo Textiles

S.030301 Activated Carbon

S 0303

Sub total

Coconut Shell products & others

S.030207 Carpets, Mats, Floor Coverings
S.030208 Coconut Husk Chips
S.030209 Coir Pads

S.030204 Coir Yarn
S.030205 Coco Peat & Fiber Pith
S.030206 Brooms & Brushes

S.030201 Bristle Fiber
S.030202 Mattress Fiber
S.030203 Mixed Coir Fiber

S.030107 Liquid Coconut Milk
S.030108 Poonac
S.030109 Defatted Coconut

S.030104 Coconut Fresh Nuts
S.030105 Coconut Milk Powder
S.030106 Coconut Cream

S 03

S.030102 Desiccated Coconut
S.030103 Copra

S.020105 Block Rubber
S.020199 Other Natural Rubber

S.030101 Coconut Oil

S 0301

Total

Coconut

Coconut Kernel products

S.020102 Sheet Rubber
S.020103 Technically Specified Rubber
S.020104 Crepe Rubber

S.020101 Latex Rubber

S.0104 Instant Tea
S.0105 Green Tea

S 02

Total

Rubber

Code
Description

S.0101 Tea Packets

S 01 Tea

30



2012% Growth % Growth2010 2011
Code

Description

44.95 30.76 -31.57 67.93 120.84

91.44 121.18 32.52 129.53 6.89

37.93 35.47 -6.49 14.82 -58.22

16.52 25.61 55.02 19.05 -25.61

0.34 0.59 73.53 0.22 -62.71

191.18 213.61 11.73 231.55 8.40

0.08 0.24 200.00 0.06 -75.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.00

0.03 0.04 33.33 0.01 -75.00

0.01 0.00 -100.00 0.00 0.00

0.01 0.01 0.00 0.07 600.00

0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00

0.52 0.46 -11.54 0.49 6.52

0.78 0.51 -34.62 0.94 84.31

1.29 2.89 124.03 1.39 -51.90

0.38 0.51 34.21 0.43 -15.69

0.68 0.87 27.94 0.79 -9.20

0.11 0.28 154.55 0.19 -32.14

0.42 1.38 228.57 0.95 -31.16

12.00 11.34 -5.50 9.07 -20.02

16.32 18.54 13.60 14.50 -21.79

1.83 1.80 -1.64 1.52 -15.56

0.20 0.20 0.00 0.57 185.00

1.90 1.98 4.21 2.55 28.79

1.95 4.08 109.23 5.69 39.46

1.34 0.97 -27.61 0.35 -63.92

0.62 0.74 19.35 0.80 8.11

8.36 7.60 -9.09 6.52 -14.21

16.20 17.37 7.22 18.00 3.63

13.54 14.80 9.31 10.43 -29.53

14.92 18.18 21.85 17.42 -4.18

32.23 38.41 19.17 42.10 9.61

6.48 6.86 5.86 5.05 -26.38

2.28 2.64 15.79 1.71 -35.23

9.72 0.53 -94.55 2.51 373.58

0.13 0.08 -38.46 0.06 -25.00

2.30 2.49 8.26 3.29 32.13

0.03 0.04 33.33 0.00 -100.00

0.03 0.01 -66.67 0.00 -100.00

0.62 0.20 -67.74 0.03 -85.00

16.52 7.77 -52.97 7.45 -4.12

3.74 5.38 43.85 5.53 2.79

74.08 64.41 -13.05 67.73 5.15

326.24 346.91 6.34 359.63 3.67

83.86 60.56 -27.78 69.79 15.24

61.23 72.10 17.75 79.64 10.46

14.24 16.28 14.33 12.77 -21.56

7.82 5.39 -31.07 2.80 -48.05

8.92 14.51 62.67 13.29 -8.41

16.09 16.41 1.99 18.82 14.69

192.16 185.25 -3.60 197.11 6.40

10.08 10.06 -0.20 7.57 -24.75

202.24 195.31 -3.43 204.68 4.80Total - Fisheries products

S 04

S 0401
Other Export Crops
Spices

S 0402
Sub total

S.040105 Cardamoms

Total - Other Export Crops

Edible Fish

S 05 Fisheries products

Sub total
S 0502 Aquarium Fish

S.050103 Prawns
S.050104 Lobsters
S.050105 Crabs
S.050199 Other Edible Fish

S.040699 Other Export Crops Nes

S.050101 Frozen Fish
S.050102 Fish Fresh or Chilled

S 0501

Sub total

S.040608 Cowpea
S.040609 Green Gram
S.040610 Lentils

S.040605 Coffee
S.040606 Areca Nuts
S.040607 Black Gram

S.040602 Betel Leaves
S.040603 Cashew Nuts
S.040604 Oil Seed

S 0405 Essential Oils

S.040601 Unmanufactured Tobacco

S 0406 Others of Other Export Crops

S.040306 Melons & Papayas
S.040399 Other Fruits

S 0404 Cut Flowers & Foliage
Sub total

S.040303 Goraka (Garzenia)
S.040304 Bananas
S.040305 Lemons

S.040299 Other Vegetables

S.040301 Pineapples
S.040302 Tamarind

S 0403
Sub total
Fruits

S.040212 Chilies
S.040213 Turmeric
S.040214 Ginger

S.040209 Mushroom
S.040210 Manioc
S.040211 Kiri Ala

S.040206 Potatoes
S.040207 Sweat Potatoes
S.040208 Gherkins

S.040205 Carrots

S.040202 Tomato
S.040203 Garlic

S.040201 Onions
Vegetables

S.040103 Cloves
S.040104 Nutmeg & Mace

S.040101 Pepper
S.040102 Cinnamon

31



2012% Growth % Growth2010 2011
Code

Description

321.52 414.33 28.87 416.73 0.58

70.25 95.24 35.57 117.93 23.82

27.00 21.94 -18.74 24.24 10.48

418.77 531.51 26.92 558.90 5.15

86.13 98.18 13.99 104.01 5.94

3178.21 3985.78 25.41 3776.13 -5.26

47.26 47.82 1.18 41.94 -12.30

30.18 40.37 33.76 42.57 5.45

3341.78 4172.15 24.85 3964.65 -4.97

5.90 6.02 2.03 8.99 49.34

34.84 44.68 28.24 38.71 -13.36

67.14 94.84 41.26 73.44 -22.56

80.09 156.69 95.64 104.46 -33.33

6.42 5.96 -7.17 5.61 -5.87

25.52 40.90 60.27 47.12 15.21

67.22 58.47 -13.02 81.61 39.58

287.13 407.56 41.94 359.94 -11.68

0.65 0.43 -33.85 0.47 9.30

2.86 2.26 -20.98 2.85 26.11

12.41 17.04 37.31 15.64 -8.22

15.92 19.73 23.93 18.96 -3.90

15.26 17.32 13.50 15.12 -12.70

9.68 11.31 16.84 10.30 -8.93

0.04 0.01 -75.00 0.07 600.00

0.36 0.41 13.89 0.61 48.78

20.89 27.54 31.83 30.50 10.75

0.69 1.05 52.17 2.26 115.24

0.33 0.07 -78.79 0.05 -28.57

6.31 7.51 19.02 6.10 -18.77

53.56 65.22 21.77 65.01 -0.32

19.38 29.41 51.75 24.79 -15.71

0.69 1.17 69.57 1.19 1.71

2.69 2.44 -9.29 2.53 3.69

10.17 10.70 5.21 8.51 -20.47

13.55 14.31 5.61 12.23 -14.54

11.38 11.20 -1.58 32.53 190.45

8.47 11.31 33.53 14.63 29.35

3.80 5.35 40.79 5.78 8.04

23.65 27.86 17.80 52.94 90.02

56.58 71.58 26.51 89.96 25.68

Other Wooden Products

Diamonds, Gems & Jewellery

S 080403

Sub Sub total
Other Paper Products

Manufactures
Food, Feed,Beverages & Tobacco

S 0804

Sub total
Paper & Paper products

S 0803

Sub total
Wooden products

S.080307

S 07

Total
Textiles & Garments

Sub Sub total

Total - Paper & Paper products

S.08040203 Labels Printed or Not

S.08040301 Books & Printed Matter
S.08040302 Cartoons, Boxes & Bags
S.08040399 Other Paper Products NES

S.08040201 Envelopes, Letter Cards, Post Cards

S 080402 Stationery products

S.08040202 Registers, Account Books, Diaries

S.080305 MDF Boards
S.080306 Plywood, Densified/Particle Boards

S 080401 Waste & Scrap of Paper /Paper Boards

Builders Joinery, Flooring Panels
S.080399

S.080302 Jewellery Boxes, Cloth Hangers and Handicraft
S.080303 Brooms & Brush Handles
S.080304 Fuel Wood & Charcoal

S.080202 Travel Goods, Bags etc.
S.080203 Industrial Gloves, Belts etc. of Leather

S.080301 Furniture & Seats

S.080201 Raw Hides & Skins

S 0802

Sub total
Leather products

S.080105 Beverages
S.080106 Manufactured Tobacco
S.080107 Animal Feed

S.080102 Confectionary & Bakery Products
S.080103 Processed Food
S.080104 Rice & Cereals

S.0703 Made-Up Textile Articles
S.0799 Other Textile Articles

S.080101 Processed Vegetables, Fruits & Juices

S 08

S 0801

Total

S.0603 Jewellery

S.0701 Woven Fabrics
S.0702 Garments

S 06

S.0602 Gems

S.0601 Diamonds
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2012% Growth % Growth2010 2011
Code

Description

17.21 39.25 128.07 59.65 51.97

337.78 571.40 69.16 541.22 -5.28

136.92 180.98 32.18 176.34 -2.56

62.84 89.53 42.47 76.71 -14.32

2.06 2.99 45.15 2.76 -7.69

556.81 884.15 58.79 856.68 -3.11

11.11 13.31 19.80 12.40 -6.84

1.29 1.38 6.98 0.86 -37.68

2.20 2.34 6.36 2.14 -8.55

0.35 0.46 31.43 0.65 41.30

3.14 3.33 6.05 2.29 -31.23

9.56 9.82 2.72 7.15 -27.19

5.18 4.91 -5.21 3.59 -26.88

4.64 6.88 48.28 6.25 -9.16

37.47 42.43 13.24 35.33 -16.73

4.68 4.48 -4.27 4.49 0.22

6.76 4.45 -34.17 4.69 5.39

25.29 31.42 24.24 28.90 -8.02

14.67 18.92 28.97 18.78 -0.74

51.40 59.27 15.31 56.86 -4.07

88.87 101.70 14.44 92.19 -9.35

4.99 5.73 14.83 8.62 50.44

0.82 1.27 54.88 1.26 -0.79

1.30 1.37 5.38 4.31 214.60

7.13 9.01 26.37 0.94 -89.57

14.24 17.38 22.05 15.13 -12.95

5.66 18.11 219.96 16.74 -7.56

1.13 4.35 284.96 6.50 49.43

6.79 22.46 230.78 23.24 3.47

8.00 5.55 -30.63 6.28 13.15

26.77 27.53 2.84 25.26 -8.25

4.91 4.92 0.20 3.72 -24.39

0.26 0.33 26.92 0.45 36.36

39.94 38.33 -4.03 35.71 -6.84

12.21 16.48 34.97 14.60 -11.41

9.99 15.48 54.95 27.57 78.10

0.04 0.04 0.00 0.05 25.00

22.24 32.00 43.88 42.22 31.94

83.21 110.17 32.40 116.30 5.56
Sub Sub total

Sub total - Non Metalic Mineral products

S 0805 Rubber Finished products

S 0807 Non - Metalic & Mineral products

S.08070402 Mineral Sands
S.08070403 Natural Salt

S.08070401 Glass & Glass Ware

S 080704

Sub Sub total

Other Non Metalic Mineral products

S.08070302 Table Ware & Kitchen Ware
S.08070303 Ornaments
S.08070399 Other Ceramic Products

S.08070299 Other Articles of Stones

S.08070301 Wall Tiles

S 080703

Sub Sub total

Ceramic & Porcelain products

S.08070201 Worked Monumental Stones

S 080702

Sub Sub total

Articles of Stones

S.08070102 Mica & Mica Waste
S.08070103 Graphite
S.08070199 Other Natural Sands

S.08070101 Silica & Quarts

S 080701

Sub Sub total

Sub total - Chemical & Plastic  products

Natural Sands

S.08060202 Gloves, Mitts & Mittens
S.08060203 Sacs & Bags of Plastics
S.08060204 Other Products of Plastics

S.08060199 Other Chemical Products

S.08060201 Starches, Glues, Enzymes

S 080602

Sub Sub total

Plastic products

S.08060105 Paints, Varnishes and Dyeing Extracts
S.08060106 Perfumes, Cosmetics, Shampoos & Makeup Preparations

S.08060107 Soap, Washing Preparations, Waxes, Candles etc.

S.08060102 Organic Chemicals
S.08060103 Wadding Gauze, Bandages & Similar Pharmaceutical Articles

S.08060104 Fertilizer

S.080599 Other Rubber Products

S.08060101 Inorganic Chemicals

S 0806

S 080601

Sub total

Chemical & Plastic products

Chemical products

S.080502 Pneumatic & Retreated Rubber Tyres & Tubes
S.080503 Industrial & Surgical Gloves of Rubber
S.080504 Gaskets, Washers, Seals etc. of Hard Rubber

S.080501 Rubber Plates, Sheets Rods of Vulcanized or Unhardened Rubber
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2012% Growth % Growth2010 2011
Code

Description

4.49 4.55 1.34 1.89 -58.46

16.24 12.11 -25.43 10.01 -17.34

0.98 0.73 -25.51 0.35 -52.05

16.86 13.22 -21.59 11.16 -15.58

8.98 11.67 29.96 13.23 13.37

1.19 1.70 42.86 4.19 146.47

14.50 12.28 -15.31 15.30 24.59

63.24 56.26 -11.04 56.13 -0.23

56.20 43.65 -22.33 32.42 -25.73

6.96 4.83 -30.60 5.55 14.91

23.31 28.68 23.04 26.49 -7.64

15.83 17.92 13.20 13.57 -24.27

40.28 55.65 38.16 45.53 -18.19

0.64 0.49 -23.44 0.99 102.04

48.97 53.07 8.37 56.87 7.16

0.67 1.42 111.94 1.32 -7.04

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00

20.58 26.49 28.72 31.30 18.16

10.87 9.63 -11.41 9.13 -5.19

0.54 0.23 -57.41 0.24 4.35

34.15 70.55 106.59 73.40 4.04

259.00 312.61 20.70 296.85 -5.04

8.73 13.29 52.23 13.69 3.01

54.15 43.16 -20.30 40.36 -6.49

11.13 10.14 -8.89 45.04 344.18

74.01 66.59 -10.03 99.09 48.81

58.53 149.25 155.00 56.59 -62.08

11.33 9.16 -19.15 9.08 -0.87

45.16 49.74 10.14 55.50 11.58

5.49 3.38 -38.43 3.00 -11.24

120.51 211.53 75.53 124.17 -41.30

453.52 590.73 30.25 520.11 -11.95

19.73 16.71 -15.31 12.24 -26.75

6.01 6.78 12.81 6.07 -10.47

17.46 19.70 12.83 17.91 -9.09

1.35 1.93 42.96 1.59 -17.62

0.19 0.05 -73.68 0.01 -80.00

54.51 69.93 28.29 62.32 -10.88

79.52 98.39 23.73 87.90 -10.66

1758.09 2422.20 37.77 2275.42 -6.06

263.00 552.70 110.15 462.96 -16.24

438.79 231.95 -47.14 64.68 -72.11

8638.85 10558.82 22.22 9773.60 -7.44

Transport Equipments & parts

Refrigerators & Freezers

Total :

Engineering products

Sub total Engineering products

S 0811 Other Manufactures NES

S 080902

Sub Sub total

S 0807 Base Metal products

S.08090112 Automatic Data Processing Machines
S.08090199 Other Electrical & Electronic Products

S.08090110

S 10 Products Unclassified

S.081199 Other Manufactures NES

S.09 Petroleum Products

S.081102 Brooms & Brusher of Other Fibers

Total Manufactures

S.081103 Buttons, Studs, Fasteners & Similar Products
S.081104 Synthetic Rubber

Sub total

S.0810 Footwear

Sub total

S.081101 Mattresses & Mattress Supporters

S.08090302 Aircrafts & Parts
S.08090303 Toys Games & Sport Requisites
S.08090304 Metal Furniture & Seats

S.08090301 Ships & Boats

S 080903

Sub Sub total

Other Engineering products

S.08090201 Motor Vehicles & Parts
S.08090202 Bicycles Not Motorized
S.08090299 Other Transport Equipments

S.08090111 Tea Bagging, Packing, Cleaning, Weighing Machines

S.08090108 Boilers, Piston Engines, Pumps & Vacuum Pumps
S.08090109 Air-Condition Machines

S.08090105 Discharge Lamps
S.08090106 Electronic Circuits, Transistors, Valves, Cathode Tubes etc.

S.08090107 Insulated Wires and Cables

S.08090102 Telephone Sets, Audio/Video Equipments & Parts
S.08090103 Printed Circuits
S.08090104 Switches, Lamp Holders Boards & Panels

S.08090101 Electrical Transformers

S 080901

Sub total
S 0809

Electronic, Electrical & Machinery products

S.080805 Tools, Implements, Cutlery & Parts
S.080806 Scrap of Ferrous, Aluminum, Copper & Other Metals

S.080899 Other Products of Base Metal

S.080802 Standard Wire of Aluminum, Copper & Iron
S.080803 Nails, Screws, Bolts & Nuts of Metal
S.080804 Refined Copper & Lead Alloys

S.080801 Structures of Iron & Aluminum

34
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REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES 2012/2013 

 

 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 

The Exporters' Association of Sri Lanka which is affiliated to the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce held 

its 15th AGM on the 31
st
 July 2012. Dr. Koshy Mathai, Resident Representative in Sri Lanka & 

Maldives, International Monetary Fund (IMF) was the Chief Guest and the Key note speaker at the 

AGM. Mr Janaka Ratnayake, Chairman Sri Lanka Export Development Board was the Guest of Honour 

at the event. 

Mrs. Dawn Austin Managing Director of Nidro Supply (Pvt) Ltd was re-elected as the Chairperson for 

EASL, whilst Mr. Rohan Daluwatte, Manager, Operations & Logistics, Tea Tang (Pvt) Ltd and Mr. 

Saradha De Silva, Chairman and Managing Director of Intercom (Pvt) Ltd were re-elected as the 

1
st
 Vice Chairman and the 2

nd
 Vice Chairman respectively. 

The EASL's mission is to promote and protect the interests of the Exporter Community at large and 

this has brought together a wide spectrum of Exporters under a strong single platform aimed at 

exchanging views and making representation on Macro issues relevant to the country's Exports. 

The EASL has constantly engaged with Government agencies, representing and lobbying Exporter 

concerns for consideration, with a view to facilitating a dialogue with regard to national policy 

direction, whilst taking into account the shared goal of achieving strong national economic 

development through the combined endeavours of the Export Sector and the Government. 

Addressing the Association‟s annual general meeting Mrs. Austin stated that “New thinking and a 

fresh mindset are needed to overcome the aspects that need to be addressed in order to sustain, improve 

and grow exports. Exports have declined and according to Central Bank statistics during January – 

May 2012, the decline is 5.4%. Agricultural items declined by 11.8% (tea by 10.8%) and Industrial 

exports declined by 6.6% (textile and garments by 4.9%). She 

observed that shrinking markets were definitely a reason for the decline in Export volumes and values 

(in Forex terms) up to June of this year with the year on year/ month on month figures being 

disappointingly low. 

 

“However we need to press on by identifying what steps we need to do take to work around this 

situation and, where possible, turn the current global adversity to our advantage,” she said. 

Dr. Koshy Mathai encouraged the high profile House by stating that “Sri Lanka is a small economy 

which is about to grow, not based on satisfying domestic demand, but based on satisfying the demands 

of the rest of the world. Exports are a key ingredient to Sri Lanka's economic success. We are not 

about to have a sustained economic success if we are to have exports declining, relative to the size of 

the economy. It is only with economic growth that Sri Lanka's economy is going to go forward.”  

Speaking of how Sri Lanka could benefit from the growing economies in the region, Dr. Mathai went 

on to point out that not just India, but the Southern Indian states specifically have been growing 

extremely fast, probably at double digit rate if Indian national growth rates are so high. Sri Lanka has a 

huge population not very far away from its shores, which is growing fast and it should be able to 
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absorb a lot more of Sri Lankan exports. He pointed out that Sri Lanka was blessed with strategically 

important geography, particularly important economies geography. “India and China were not the 

power houses of the global economy several years ago. But now they are. That meant that it may have 

been in order not to have taken advantage of those economies earlier, but failing to take advantage 

provided by the economic progress of those areas today would be a shame,” said Dr. Mathai.  

Mr. Janaka Ratnayaka, Chairman, Export Development Board, said that it must be mentioned that our 

export figures are based specifically on merchandize exports without taking services into 

consideration. Even though numbers are important our primary objective is to reach the target of US$ 

15 bn. By 2015 as envisaged in Mahinda Chinthana.  

He said that “In order to achieve this we have formulated our Strategic Plan which has identified, 

seven thrust product sectors namely Apparel, Tea, Rubber and rubber based products, Gems, Diamond 

and Jewellery, ICT/BPO, Food and Beverages, Spices and allied product.”  

Mr. Ratnayaka went on to point out that the Sri Lankan economy and exports are driven by the private 

sector.  

Therefore, it is vital that the country should formulate a national exports policy within the frame work 

of „Mahinda Chinthana‟ to implement export led economic growth model. Foreign Donor Agencies 

should rethink their policies to assist the private sector to build their businesses in emerging countries 

as we are yet to see a Billion Dollar company, in our country.  

 

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS & SUMMARY OF ITS ACTIVITIES 

 

During the period under review (2012/2013) the Committee met on twelve (12) occasions.   

 

EASL REPRESENTATION ON OTHER BODIES/PARTICIPATION AT OTHER FORUMS 

 

 Committee of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce  - Represented by Chairperson, 

Mrs. Dawn Austin & 1
st
 Vice Chairman, 

Mr. Rohan Daluwatte 

 Employers Federation of Ceylon   - Represented by Chairperson,  

Mrs. Dawn Austin/1
st
 VC Mr. Rohan 

Daluwatte   

                                                                                       

 Duty Rebate Committee, Sri Lanka Customs             - Represented by – Past Chairman,   

Mr. G.S.Chatoor & Committee Member, 

Mr. Vernon Abeyratne 

 EDB Advisory Committee on Marketing  - Represented by Chairperson  

 Exporters Forum, Sri Lanka Export Development Board     

        - Representative – Chairperson 

 EDB Advisory Committee on Trade Facilitation - Representative – 1
st
 Vice Chairman,  

Mr. Rohan Daluwatte  
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Alternate – Committee member  

Mr. Chrisso De Mel 

 National Council for Economic Development  - Export Cluster Co-Chair - EASL 

Export Cluster                                                               Chairperson 

            

The Association also maintained a close dialogue with the following Institutions, on export related 

matters: 

 Ministry of Industry and Commerce  

 Ministry of Finance 

 Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

 Sri Lanka Export Development Board 

 Department of Inland Revenue (VAT Dept) 

 Sri Lanka Customs 

 Board of Investment 

 The Central Bank of Sri Lanka 

 Sri Lanka Ports Authority 

 Department of Commerce 

 Department of Exchange Control 

 Joint Apparel Associations Forum 

 Sri Lanka Standards Institute 

 

 

MAIN AREAS ADDRESSED DURING THE YEAR UNDER REVIEW   

 

As the apex body representing over 1,000 Exporters through direct & indirect membership, who 

contribute over 80% to the total exports of the country, the EASL activities during the year under 

review, were primarily aimed at facilitating an environment for the Exporters with a focus on global 

competitiveness and achieving strong growth of the Sector. 

 

Several key issues were addressed with the Institutions concerned. These included the fluctuation of 

the exchange rate, issues on the SVAT Scheme and the online system with Customs. Matters relating 

to Customs statistics being available to the exporters were also raised many times.  Matters relating to 

Quarantine issues were addressed with the different agencies. Ad-hoc approvals being granted by the 

BOI for companies from Kerala engaged in the export of spices, to set up operations in Sri Lanka, sans 

a requisite monitoring process was addressed with BOI. 

 

The EASL has also been lobbying for Government intervention to obtain Mutual Recognition 

Agreements with neighboring countries, particularly India, in order to enable Sri Lankan Exporters to 

enjoy reciprocal ease of access for Goods of Sri Lankan origin.   It has also addressed aspects relating 

to Non-Tariff Barriers imposed by importing countries e.g. International Compliance Requirements, to 

make Sri Lankan Exports attractive. The EASL has highlighted that whilst shrinking markets 
appear to be a contributory factor, internally, production constraints and the increasing need for 
Compliance requirements have also to be addressed to stop the apparent decline observed in 
Exports through 2012. 
 

EASL also submitted submission for the 2013 National Budget, which proposed measures to support 

and grow the Sector. Some of the key issues which needed to be addressed in the Budget had been 
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identified by the EASL‟s membership (which accounts for over 80% of Exporters), can be largely 

identified under the headings of Global Competitiveness & Ease of Doing Business.  

 

 

KEY EXPORT RELATED MATTERS ADDRESSED AND RESOLVED THROUGH EASL 

INTERVENTIONS AT MEETINGS WITH GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND OTHER 

EXPORT RELATED ORGANIZATIONS: 

 

 

i) Export Development Reward Scheme (EDRS)    

Direction to membership to keep the EASL copied on their communications re issue of 

Treasury Bonds for 1
st
 and 2

nd
 quarter outstandings.    

 

ii) EASL Submissions for 2012 National Budget  

Submissions of the different Sectors were consolidated and presented by EASL to the Ministry 

of Finance.  Key issues were largely identified under the headings of Global Competitiveness 

& Ease of Doing Business respectively.  This submission was well received and the aspects 

highlighted as urgent were successfully addressed in the Budget of Nov 2012. 

 

iii) Department Of Inland Revenue 

 Representations were made to the Director General of IR in respect of VAT refunds.  

 

iv) Sri Lanka Customs 

 Meetings with Director General Customs 

 Export Statistics to be available monthly for the benefit of the exporters to understand the 

competitiveness in the market 

 
v) Export Development Board 

 Ongoing interaction with the EDB and members of the Managing Committee being 

included on the respective EDB Advisory Committees. 

 Submission for 3
rd 

and 4
th

 Exporters‟ Forum  

 

vi) Sri Lanka Standards Institute 

 
 Issues faced by Exporters when exporting fast moving consumer goods to India 

 

Request for MRA to be established between SLSI and the Exporters and other statutory 

bodies in order to have reciprocity between Authorising Agencies.  

 

 Import Inspection Scheme 

 

EASL suggested that Import and Export Control Department and Sri Lanka Standards 

Institution shall take into consideration to include products such as Chili powder, Curry 

Powder under the Import Inspection Scheme of SLSI. 
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vii) Department of Commerce 

 Addressing Non Tariff Barriers (NTBs) faced by Sri Lankan exporters when exporting to 

India in the form of standards, testing and inspection requirements. 

 

viii) Board of Investment of Sri Lanka 

 Request to revisit the approval procedures adopted by the BOI with respect to investments 

into export of primary products such as apices without any value addition which is 

detrimental to local exporters. 

 Request to extend the tax and other incentives given for new foreign investors to the 

existing local companies who want to add value, expand and upgrade their operations. 
 

Current Statues:  
 

BOI at the request of EASL convened a meeting with members of EASL on 5
th

 April 2013 in 

this connection and the following have been decided 

 

Companies should procure 50% of the raw spices from local sources and the balance 50% 

could be imported for the production of required finished products.  

 

Cinnamon is not permitted to import.  

Oil and Oleoresin are considered as value added products for export.  

Low value added spice products in any form are not permitted to export.  

All residues of spices which are generated from production process should be exported. 

Company should take necessary action to cultivate the relevant spices within the period of three 

(03) years from the date of agreement signed failing which the agreement will be terminated. 

 

Other: 

 

 Setting up of Ventures  In India: 

 

Despite of stringent regulations and formalities adopted by the Indian Government when 

considering the Sri Lankan companies setting up operations in India, regulations in Sri Lanka 

were far more flexible due to the desire to attract Foreign Direct Investments. 

 

It was also reported that despite of an assurance given by the Indian High Commission in Sri 

Lanka for a mutually agreed settlement two years ago, even to date, the issue stands 

unresolved, due to insufficient thrust from the relevant Sri Lankan authorities. 
 

 Regaining the Maldivian Market: 
 

Sri Lanka is losing its market share in Maldives to India.  This is mainly due to cost advantage 

of Indian products that are transported via sea compared to Sri Lankan products transported by 

air.  There is a need to shift transport of goods from air to sea, between Colombo and Male, to 

regain the Maldivian market. The view of the Association was that a small vessel of 100 tones 

with air condition facility was sufficient to carry the cargo from Sri Lanka to Male. The cost 

could be further reduced by operating the vessel from a one of the Fishery harbors in Sri Lanka. 
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It was also noted that Sri Lanka has already lost its lucrative Pine appeal Market in Maldives to 

India and Carrot market to Australia. 

 

EASL along with Sri Lanka Fruit & Vegetable Association were emphasized the need of a 

study to be carried out to assess the economic feasibility of such an operation and to explore the 

alternative solutions to recover the lost market in Male. 

 

Director General of SLEDB expressed her willingness to undertake the study on behalf of the 

sector and the Association to forward their lines for the survey and to draw up a TOR. 

 

EASL’S AFFILIATION WITH OTHER ORGANIZATIONS ON EXPORT RELATED 

MATTERS 

 

i) The Ceylon Chamber of Commerce 

Participation in monthly Chamber Committee meetings:  

 

ii) Employers Federation of Ceylon 

As an Affiliated Association of the EFC, EASL participated in EFC regular meetings, where 

employee related matters were discussed. The Chairperson, Mrs. Dawn Asutin and 1
st
 Vice 

Chairperson, Mr. Rohan Daluwatte represented EASL at these meetings of the key issues 

discussing the proposed Private Sector Pension Scheme and its implications.  

 

 

AWARENESS BUILDING ACTIVITIES 

 

A) Dissemination of Information 

 

The membership was alerted on various issues affecting exporters, as well as matters of interest, by 

way of Circulars issued by EASL as well as the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce and various other 

affiliated bodies of the relevant local Chamber. This included information on matters of business 

interest to members, notices of topical seminars/workshops organized by the Ceylon Chamber of 

Commerce and affiliated Associations/Councils. 

 

During the period under review, some of the key circulars issued by the Association were circulated 

amongst the membership for their information: 

  

 Amendments to Tax Laws 

 Monitoring procedure for fumigation using Me Br incompliance with Montreal Protocol, 

Directive received from the National Plant Quarantine Service (NPQS) – Department of 

Agriculture 

 Issues arising from the revision of Fumigation procedures particularly relating to the use/non-

use of Methyl Bromide.- National Plant Quarantine Service (NPQS) 

 Process changes at BOI- new automation and customer friendly trade facilitation  

 “The Impact of Global Downturn and the Strategies and Actions for South Asian Economies to 

Remain Competitive” Presentation delivered by Dr. Jayanta Roy  

 ASYCUDA world' system - communication from SL Customs  
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 Issues faced by the Industry to be taken up at the proposed joint meeting with SL Ports 

Authority & SL Customs  

 Controlling the Import Export and Production of Hydrochlorofluorocarbon (HCFCs) under the 

Montreal Protocol on Ozone Depleting Substances  

 Monthly Exports Statistics – SLEDB 

 National Food & Nutrition Security Conference - Sri Lanka 2012 

 Proposals for the 2012 national budget 

 Proposed Sri Lanka – South Africa Free Trade Agreement seeking inputs from the private 

sector 

 Incentives given to BOI companies 

 Impact of the proposed electricity tariff increase 

 Issues faced by exporters to be taken up at the export forum  - EDB 

 

B) Awareness Building Activities 

 

Several Awareness Building activities were organized during the year, as part of the programme to 

support the export sector. 

 

Joint Meeting 

 

A brainstorming session to discuss about how to negotiate an effective Mutual Recognition Agreement 

on Standards between India and Sri Lanka had been convened by the Exporters‟ Association of Sri 

Lanka 

 

Mr. P D Fernando, Director General of Department of Commerce and Dr L N Senaweera, Director 

General of Sri Lanka Standard Institute along with other officials and members of the Association 

were participated. 

 

EASL proposed the following as the way forward. 

 Sign Agreements between the relevant authorities (e.g. there may be other authorities responsible 

other than the Bureau of Indian Standards) of the two countries whereby there is agreement to 

accept standards, testing and inspection reports issued by accredited laboratories of Sri Lanka 

confirming compliance with the standards, testing and inspection requirements of India and vice 

versa for key products traded that are currently adversely affected due to lack of such recognition. 

It is important to consult and work closely with the exporters when negotiating such agreements in 

the future.  

 To revoke the current agreement between SLSI and EIC (Export Inspection Council) and re-

negotiate a new agreement in which both countries agree to accept standards, testing and inspection 

certificates issued by designated accredited and authorized labs/institutes in the respective 

countries certifying conformity with standards, testing and inspection requirements of each other.  

 If MRA on Standards are to be negotiated as an annex to India – Sri Lanka CEPA, our Association 

strongly oppose such a proposal. We believe that standards, certification, inspection issues are 

related to trade in goods and has to be addressed under the India Sri Lanka FTA.  

 

A list of products exported to India that are currently negatively affected by the lack of mutual 

recognition of standards, testing and inspection reports was submitted. 
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C) Website 

The site has proved to be an extremely useful information tool. http://www.exporterssrilanka.net.    

 

D) Publicity 

Several Press releases and interviews were given by EASL to create awareness of developments and 

issues in the Sector, and the future outlook. An EASL Brochure was issued for the EXPO 2012.  

 

 

E) Membership 

 

The Membership as at 31
st
 March 2012 consisted of 81 individual Exporter members and 10 Product 

Associations.  The Annual Membership Fee effective 1 April 2013 is Rs 5000.00 

 

 

F) Auditors and Annual Accounts 

 

The Auditors of the Exporters Association of Sri Lanka for the period 2012/2013 were Messrs. KPMG 

Ford Rhodes Thornton & Co. The Audited Accounts of the Association is attached. 

 

 

G) Secretariat 

 

The Ceylon Chamber of Commerce continued to provide Secretarial Services to the Association during 

the period under review. 

 

 

BY ORDER OF THE COMMITTEE 

 

 

Sgd. 

Manori Dissanayaka 

For Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.exporterssrilanka.net/
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